Amendment #1 & for the 2018 Courthouse Monuments RFP #047-18-1150:
3.)

Distinguished Citizens Memorial:

3.2
We need a price for two (2) identical stones to be placed on the cantilevered pad next
to the current stones. The plaque and the engraving may be completed at a later date (please provide
a per letter price for the engraving).

Question and Answers for the 2018 Courthouse Monuments RFP #047-18-1150:
Question # 1: The big concern they are have is regarding the repairing the mistakes that would need
to be filled in with granite and epoxy and then re-engraved. With this process, the corrections will
eventually be noticeable due to UV light. Is this something the county would be ok with? Or would you
also like bids in addition to place a bronze plaque over the mistakes (on some I know this would not be
possible) and/or to replace the whole stone and re-engrave it?
Answer:
The County will accept multiple solutions for repair to solving issues regarding
corrections. Bronze plaques, replacing the entire stone and engraving, as well as other alternative
solutions are acceptable.

Question #2: On some of the others where we are adding a title, like Captain for example, will you
want the whole line filled in and re-engraved when there is not necessarily room in front or above to
place the title? Would you be opposed to a smaller font to make it fit? Or would you be willing to having
the title after the name with a comma in between (First Name Last Name, Title)?
Answer:
In the case of space issues regarding any re-engraving that takes place, no smaller font
should be used and the title should not follow the name. The preferred method will be to put the
title/rank of person above the name and not one line. If no space is available above final decision
should be made in dialogue with County Administration. Ex. below
Captain
Kate Blaise

